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the only U.S. monthly magazine serving the 

horology professional. Want more?

 Get Access to Archived Editions of the HT
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 Join Our Online Technical Discussion, Spare Parts & Tools Forums.

 Discounted Business Services

 —We’ve negotiated favorable member rates for numerous business services.

	 Training	and	Certification

 And, so much more ...

AWCI sets the standards for the industry, conducts training to meet those 
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PLUS, your input will help shape the future of horology. 
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Jules Borel & Co.
1110 Grand Boulevard  n  Kansas City, Missouri 64106

Phone 800-776-6858  n  Fax 800-776-6862  n  julesborel.com

Automatic Ultrasonic Cleaning Machines
Start it and walk away—return to professionally cleaned and dried parts

Greiner VIB-ACS900U   $10,995.00

• Automatic 4-jar system for cleaning, rinsing and drying
• Three fixed and six possible custom programs
• Back and forth rotation in all jars
• Ultrasonic cleaning in first jar
• Includes 64mm baskets and and movement holders
• 80mm baskets also available

Price subject to change based on Euro rate.  For more information, 
call us or see pages 140-141 of our Tools Catalog.

Horo Times ad  ACS900U cleaner 6-15.indd   1 5/7/2015   2:29:51 PM
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FRED T. WHITE, CMW21

Patience To be a 
watch-

maker or clockmaker you 
must have patience. There 
are so many times you 
will lose your cool if you 
don’t have patience. Many 
times when you are put-
ting something together, 
it just will not go the way 
you want it to. Wheels 
won’t line up with the piv-
ot hole, or you flip that 
part across your bench—
now you have to prac-
tice patience. It 

is the very thing that keeps us from blow-
ing our stack and doing something we’ll 
regret later. We also need patience to sit 
and work with a hairspring for what seems 
like hours or taking the time to analyze a 
problem until we find the solution. I’m sure 
you remember when you started out as a 
watchmaker or clockmaker how complicated a par-
ticular project might have seemed. But with time and 
patience, now it doesn’t seem complicated at all.   
 We must also practice patience with problem 
customers: we need to show restraint and put on a 
happy face and help find a good solution to their 
problems. Listen. Really listen, and let them vent. 
After they have told you all their problems, ask the 
question: “Now, how can I help?” After you ask that 
question, shut up and let them tell you what they ex-
pect you to do for them. Now is the time for you to 
pay particular attention and deliver more than they 
expect. Promise little but deliver much more than 
expected.

Pride As watchmakers and clockmakers we 
should be proud of what we do. We are 

rendering a service to our communities just as surely 
as the doctor, plumber, carpenter, or trash collec-
tor. We are all a part of the community that makes 
the whole thing work. I grew up on a farm and was 
taught some good work ethics. I was taught if you 
plowed a row, you plowed it straight. If you dug a 
ditch, you did it with pride, so that when someone 
looked at the work you did, they would see the pride 
you put into it. And so it should be with all the work 
we do. You should be willing to put your name on 
your work just as an artist signs a picture. (I don’t 
mean scratch your name on the movement but in a 
fashion that will not deface the movement). I recent-

ly was talking with a young man who was 
serving an apprenticeship in the plumbing 
trade. He said he had to work three years 
as an apprentice before he could take a 
test to become a journeyman. He said, 
“I’m loving it.” We should all feel the same.
 You should be proud of your asso-
ciation with AWCI.  When you hang that 

certificate on your wall, it should be with much 
pride, whether it’s a membership, CW, CW21, CMW, 
CMW21, CC, CC21—or any other certificate of ac-
complishment. When you take classes that improve 
your skills or your understanding of the movement, 
you will be better able to serve your community. (It’s 
what you learn after you know it all that matters). 
You will gain knowledge or skills that will make you 
a better craftsperson. If you have a certification, be 
proud to display it, because it wasn’t given to you. 
You EARNED it, just as CPAs or PhDs earned theirs.  
It is something that any watchmaker or clockmaker 
can accomplish with patience, pride, passion, and 
perseverance. 

a message from the president

Fred T. White
fwhite@awci.com

The Four P’s of Watchmaking and Clockmaking...
PATIENCE    PRIDE    PASSION    PERSEVERANCE

As watchmakers 
and clockmakers 

we should be 
proud of what 

we do.

I will say more about the Four P’s of watchmaking and clockmaking next month when I talk about passion and 
perseverance.
 
To be continued.   
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 Jordan P. Ficklin
 jordan@awci.com

Iknow many of you 
are groaning at the 
sight of the Apple 

Watch on the cover  of 
this month’s magazine. 
I hope that doesn’t dis-
courage you from read-
ing all about smart-
watches. As we put  
together this month’s  
Horological Times we 
were truly surprised at 
the number of different 
models of smartwatch-
es that have been an-
nounced by everyone 

from Apple to Victorinox. It is inevitable that you 
will eventually have one come in your shop and 
should be prepared for it. 
 The Apple Watch has received an 
unprecedented amount of attention in 
the mainstream media. Frankly, it is the 
biggest thing to happen to the watch 
world since the Beta 21 and Seiko  
Astron kicked off the “quartz revolu-
tion.” When it was first announced we 
heard Jean-Claude Biver say it “has no 
sex appeal” and “to be totally honest, it 
looks like it was designed by a student 
in their first trimester.” In the interven-
ing months we have seen the traditional Swiss 
brands announce their own connected and smart-
watches.
 I have seen watchmakers and watch manufac-
turers talk about the Apple Watch with much dis-
dain. Jean-Claude Biver said he wouldn’t even call 
it a watch. I have been wearing the Apple Watch 
for one week, and everyone is extremely curious 
about it. But watchmakers for the most part are 
appalled that I would put one on my wrist, and 
they have a hard time calling it a “real watch.”
 Let’s be perfectly clear here. Watches are por-
table devices that tell time. The Apple Watch does 
exactly that and much more. My watch has neither 
gained nor lost a single second since I strapped it 
on my wrist. As I traveled to OSUIT for their ad-
visory board meeting, I stored my boarding pass 
on my watch, and I was able to successfully make 

my way through security without fumbling with an 
additional piece of paper or pulling out my phone. 
It allows me to set reminders when I’m in the base-
ment while my phone is upstairs charging. It re-
minds me to make important phone calls when I’m 
in the classroom but my phone is still sitting on my 
desk in my office from when I pulled it out to take 
a call earlier. And . . . it tells the time.
 I’m not trying to convince any of you to pur-
chase an Apple Watch. If you are intrigued by such 
a thing, you probably have done your research al-
ready. What I want to say to all of the watchmak-
ers and clockmakers who read this magazine is: 
The sky is not falling! The Apple Watch is a very 
useful (and quite inexpensive) device for certain 
people. In fact, it is really much more useful than 
most of the watches we repair on a regular ba-
sis. People attracted to mechanical timepieces 

will still be attracted to them and will 
find ways to continue to wear them, but 
they may also add an Apple Watch, or 
another type of smartwatch, to their 
collection.
 The mechanical watch survived 
through the quartz revolution, and it 
will endure beyond the smartwatch. 
But remember, the quartz watch is still 
around, and the smartwatch will be too. 
You may not wear a quartz watch. You 
may not even like quartz watches, but 

you replace power cells in them. Maybe you even 
service them. Maintenance services may even be 
the most profitable aspect of your business; it cer-
tainly is for some. The Apple Watch is only the 
most popular of smartwatches. Its success will 
lead to the improvement of this new product seg-
ment. Some of the first things upon which the 
smartwatch companies will improve are water re-
sistance and battery life. You can choose to say 
it isn’t a watch and ignore it, or you can learn all 
about it and find a way to make money from it. 
 We hope that as you read this magazine you 
will learn some things about smartwatch technol-
ogy. We hope this knowledge will give you an ad-
vantage over those who choose to ignore it. In 
the words of Bob Dylan, “The times they are a-
changin’.”

a message from the executive directorJORDAN P. FICKLIN, CW21

You can choose 
to say it isn’t 
a watch and 

ignore it, or you 
can learn all 

about it and find 
a way to make 
money from it. 
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Editor’s Forum
I receive emails and phone 
calls from readers who want 
more information about 
something that was pub-
lished in Horological Times or 
who just want to comment 
on what they've read. I'd like 
to share these comments, 
questions, and answers with 
you. I also like to highlight 
what is in our current issue 
or share news or information 
that will be useful to you. I 
look forward to hearing from 
all HT readers.

Donna Hardy
Managing Editor

Did You Find All 
the Pallet Forks?
In April we presented you with 

a challenge: Find all the hidden 

pallet forks on our April cover. 

We gave you an extra month, so 

I hope you were successful!

There were nine hidden pallet 

forks. The photo on the right 

shows where they were “hidden.” 

Thanks to Jack Kurdzionak, 

CW21, FAWCI; Dale LaDue, 

CMW21; Richard LeBeau, 

CMW21; Ralph Campbell; 

Richard Junttonen; and Jerry 

Freitag for sending us their 

solutions to this problem. Our 

winner is Dale LaDue, whose 

name was drawn at random. 

Sit on Your 
Hands
Thanks for all your work. The Sit 
on Your Hands column is one 
of the first things I read when 
I get the magazine. Simple, 
interesting topics for everyday 
real working folks such as yours 
truly.
~Bob Mohr

Like Us on Facebook!
Our Facebook following is growing. Don’t miss out on extra content, such as videos, 
links, and photos, on facebook.com/HorologicalTimes

TM

April 2015

Magnification

ADVANCING THE ART, SCIENCE & BUSINESS OF HOROLOGY

AMERICAN WATCHMAKERS-CLOCKMAKERS INSTITUTE

If you’d like to write for Horological Times, email editor@awci.com for our writer’s 
guidelines. Writers are paid 25 cents per word and receive a 10% bonus for 
submitting assigned articles early or on time.



Are you AWCI Certified? 
Is your training up to date?

Customers who receive 

high-quality, professional watch repair services
are more likely to make

watch and jewelry purchases in your store
time and time again.

CW21 and CMW21 watchmakers have proven their skills to a professional 
Board of Examiners. They have a track record for producing high-quality 
repairs with very few warranty issues.

A Certified Watchmaker 
• Elevates your store above the competition.
• Gives your customers confidence in your service.
• Enhances the brands you carry and promotes both your   
 reputation and integrity.

 Invest in your business with membership in AWCI, through continuing 
education classes, and by becoming certified. These are the building 

blocks to the success of your watch repair business.
 American Watchmakers-Clockmakers Institute would like to offer 
you the opportunity to obtain the training for your employees that can 
elevate their capabilities to the highest standards in the industry. We 
offer training from the finest instructors in the industry on topics from 
basic to advanced.

AWCI Training Includes 
• Introduction to Watch Repair 
• 21st Century Watchmaking Standards
• Modern Mechanical Chronograph: 7750
• The Art of Watch Adjusting: Escapement, Timing & Oscillator Work
• Balance Staffing & Timing
• Modern Automatic Watches
• Quartz Watch Repair & Testing
• Polishing & Refinishing
• Essential Micromechanics: The Watchmaker's Lathe
• Precision Timing & Adjusting (advanced class)
• Vintage Wristwatches 
• Advanced 21: Caliber Specific Training
• And More

Call or email our Education & Certification Coordinator for more information:
education@awci.com certification@awci.com | Phone: 1-866-367-2924, ext. 303
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calendar

June 22-26
$1,000
Quartz & Quartz Chronograph  
Service Procedures & Diagnostics
Instructor: Tom Schomaker, CMW21
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio
The purpose of this course is to teach the student all the 
fundamentals of modern basic quartz watch repair and 
quartz chronographs that are most prevalent in today’s 
market. The student will learn how to perform the vari-
ous important electronic tests, e.g., current consumption, 
coil resistance, lower working voltage, fault finding, etc.

July 13-17
$1,095
Modern Automatic Wristwatches
Instructor: Tom Schomaker, CMW21
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

The purpose of this course is to teach the student all the 
fundamentals of modern mechanical automatic watch 
repair that are most prevalent in today’s market. The 
student will learn how to perform repairs on the various 
components, cleaning, assembling, adjustments, dialing, 
and casing.  

July 20-24
$1,095
The Art of Watch Adjusting;  
Escapement, Timing &  
Oscillator Work 
Instructor: Tom Schomaker, CMW21
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio
This intense five-day course will help you refine your 
adjusting skills. The course covers all of the adjustments 
for the Swiss lever escapement, hairspring, and balance. 
Also covered is the ETAChron system.

July 27-29
$2,495
CW21 Exam
Lititz Watch Technicum
Lititz, Pennsylvania

August 3-7
$1,095
Modern Mechanical  
Chronograph—ETA 7750
Instructor: Tom Schomaker, CMW21
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

This course focuses on the service and adjustment of 
modern mechanical chronographs like the ETA 7750 and 
is the perfect course for anyone preparing for the CW21 
Exam. Students should have a solid understanding of 
basic service procedures as this course will focus on the 
chronograph mechanism itself.

A M E R I C A N  W A T C H M A K E R S -

Prices below reflect member's discount! Not sure which course to sign up for? Please log on to our website and fill out the Professional Experience Question-
naire. Contact us so we can help you find the best course suited to your skill level, expertise, and interests.
Don’t see the course you want here? We are always trying to expand and improve our course offerings and we welcome suggestions. We may also have a 
course already developed that isn’t scheduled, and we can try to accommodate you.
Looking for someone to come to your business, chapter, or guild to teach a course? We do that too. Please contact our education and certification coordinator 
for more information.
We hope to see you, your friends, and your associates in our classroom soon!

AWCI is pleased to announce that Tom Schomaker has returned to the AWCI classroom as our full-time watch-
making instructor. Mr. Schomaker brings with him many years of watchmaking experience as well as a passion 
and talent for teaching. Mr. Schomaker’s return to the classroom means AWCI will be able to continue to provide 
high-quality continuing education for watchmakers of all skill levels. Whether you are just starting out or have 30 
years’ experience we guarantee you can learn something in our state-of-the-art classroom. Together with the sup-
port of the education committee and the REC, AWCI is working to introduce classes designed to help train retail 
watch technicians, develop certified watchmakers, and prepare a new generation of master watchmakers.

Modern Automatic Wristwatches
(July 13-17)
To partake in this course, you must have had at least three (3) years in mechanical watch repair, or 
have participated in the AWCI Basic Watch Repair or 21st Century Watchmaking Standards course. 
Prior to attending this course, you must have the essential tools listed on the AWCI website. It is also 
highly recommended you read pages 169-188 of the book The Theory of Horology prior to attending 
the course. This is a five-day course; Monday–Thursday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Friday 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.

- C L O C K M A K E R S  I N S T I T U T E
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For additional details about specific courses in comprehensive syllabi form, including complete tool lists,  
visit: http://www.awci.com/education-certification/education2/list-of-continuing-education-courses/  

or contact Cindy Whitehead at 866-FOR-AWCI (367-2924), ext. 303.

August 17-19
$2,495
CW21 Exam
North Seattle
Community College
Seattle, Washington

September 7-11
$1,095
Vintage Wristwatch Service Procedures
Instructor: Tom Schomaker, CMW21
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

A new class from AWCI focusing on the unique service 
requirements for vintage watches. Prerequisites: 
Completion of 21st-Century Watchmaking Standards 
course, CW21, WOSTEP, or instructor approval. 

September 28-29
$595
High-End Decoration & Refinishing
Instructor: Henrik Korpela, K&H 
Watchmaking Competence Center in  
Le Locle, Switzerland
Kansas City, Missouri

Mr. Korpela will travel from Switzerland where he is the 
instructor at the K&H Competence Center in Le Locle to 
attend the AWCI convention and give a two-day  

seminar on high-end horological decoration and  
finishing. The course, which takes place just ahead of 
the AWCI Annual Convention and Chronometer Club 
Seminar, is limited to 12 students. Topics covered will 
include black polishing (specular polishing) screws, 
round polishing screws, and bluing steeled compo-
nents. If time allows, additional topics may include 
applying straight grain finishes and sablage (a matte 
finish with characteristics similar to sandblasting).

September 29
$349
Separate Function Case Course for 
Rolex Watches 
Instructor: Tom Schomaker, CMW21
Kansas City, Missouri

This course teaches the standard operating procedures 
(SOP) for disassembly, service, and reassembly of Rolex 
watches featuring the separation of functions bezel 
including water resistance testing. You will gain  
hands-on training with the proper tools and with 
multiple case designs.

October 1-3
$499
AWCI Convention
Hotel Phillips
Kansas City, Missouri

October 12-16
$1,095
Advanced 21: Rolex Caliber TBA

November 2-6
$2,495
CW21 Exam
OSU
Okmulgee, Oklahoma

November 9-13
$1,095
Advanced 21: Rolex Caliber TBA

November 16-20
$1,350 (includes polishing kit)
Case & Bracelet Refinishing
Instructor: Tom Schomaker, CMW21
AWCI Headquarters
Harrison, Ohio

Today’s luxury watch consumer demands perfection. 
This course is perfect for the watchmaker or dedicated 
refinisher. It will help you achieve the different finishes 
on modern watch cases. Also covered is disassembly 
and assembly of common watch cases. 

A M E R I C A N  W A T C H M A K E R S -

Michael Gainey, CC21 (in the first row on the right), teaching the class "Servicing the Modern Aging Floor Clock in the Home" at AWCI headquarters last month.

- C L O C K M A K E R S  I N S T I T U T E
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Two Watchmakers Investigate 
 
 Printing
John Davis loves technology and machines. Like 

most watchmakers, clockmakers, and engi-
neers, when 3D printers started becoming a re-

ality—and especially when it became an affordable 
reality—he wanted to get his hands on one. After 
he saw them in action at a 3D-printing expo in New 
York City, he began the search for one of his own. 
Ultimately, he settled on a very unique model.
 A combination of the limited space in his Manhat-
tan apartment and his affection for vintage luggage 
led to his decision to buy a kit and assemble his own 
Printrbot Go. The Printrbot Go was a collaboration 
between Brook Drumm and Ben Heck. It was a de-
sign that (as the name suggests) could be folded up 
and transported easily. While most 3D printers have 
a large footprint, the Printrbot Go could fit in the 
space of a briefcase when not in use.
 When his printer arrived, the kit came with less 
than adequate instructions, so assembling the print-
er was a learning process in and of itself. John has 
made many modifications to the design, but having 
seen it in action myself, the end result is a thing of 
real beauty. When packed and ready for transport, 
the printer looks like a beautiful wooden briefcase 
with the kinds of embellishments typically associ-
ated with Steampunk culture. When open and in 
use, it looks like something from the future has been 
transported back in time.
 Even before his printer arrived, John began de-
signing things he would print with it. One of first 
things he printed were protective corner pieces 
for the wooden case the printer would be housed 
in. Objects destined to be printed in 3D have to be 
carefully thought out. It isn’t as simple as sending a 
file to your inkjet printer, and probably never will be. 
The thought process involved is more like prepar-
ing for machining a part or a tool, but the require-
ments are different, as are the possibilities. When I 
met with John he was printing a photo stand to use 
when photographing a watch with the bracelet at-
tached. Ostensibly, it was comprised of simple geo-
metric shapes but would have been impossible to 
print in the same orientation as its intended use un-

less multiple supports were added that would have 
needed to be removed later. This would be a waste 
of material and would add extra steps. Simply rotat-
ing the piece and printing it on its side made it pos-
sible to print the piece efficiently and without any 
extra steps when it was completed. Unlike some-
thing machined from plastic sheets, the whole thing 
is hollow. After laying down a thin sheet of plastic 
for the outer edge, the inside is filled with a lattice 
structure that allows the stand to be strong while 
using 70% fewer materials and taking considerably 
less time to print.
 John works with open source (free, community 
developed) software when designing for his print-
er. Objects are modeled in CAD (computer-aided 
drafting) software first. Then the objects are con-
verted into “slices” and ultimately into code, which 
can be sent to the printer, instructing it how to lay 
down the molten plastic. Important decisions about 
how thick the layers will be, how fast the nozzle will 
move, and how much infill will be necessary have to 
be set by the user. 

By Jordan P. Ficklin, CW21

 When the Printrbot Go is closed up in its Steampunk-style 
trunk, it is easy to transport and store.

Feature: Two Watchmakers Investigate 3D Printing
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Cleaning the Bracelets
Leather bands for the Apple Watch are not water- 
resistant and should not be exposed to any moisture. 
 All other bands and buckles can be cleaned with 
a damp, lint-free, nonabrasive cloth or soft brush. 
Apple does NOT recommend using ultrasonic, 
steam, compressed air, or heat with the bracelets 
either. Many of these bracelets have strong 
magnets in them. According to Apple, the Milanese 
Loop, Modern Buckle, and Leather Loop “contain 
trace amounts of methacrylates from adhesives.” 
While it isn’t clear exactly how adhesives are used 
in the construction of these bracelets, the one thing 
they all have in common are magnetic fasteners, so 
we suspect the glue is used to hold the magnets 
in place. Exposing these bracelets to heat via 
ultrasonic cleaner or steamer may cause these 
adhesives to fail, but we can’t be sure until we have 
one in hand to try out.

Conclusion
There will soon be millions of smartwatches in the 
hands of consumers, and as a watchmaker you 
should prepare yourself. Do not assume that smart-
watches can be handled in the same manner as tra-
ditional watches, although some of them can. Take 
the time to familiarize yourself with their limitations 
and do your best to deliver a high quality of cus-
tomer service.  

More details available at www.apple.com/support/
watch/care and https://help.apple.com/watch/#/ 

When you are not sure 
if you can get parts:
Visit AWCI’s Brand Directory  

awci.com/brand-directory

When members of the watch-collecting community visit the directory, they will see 
critical information to help them make an informed decision about purchasing a 
watch based on the brand’s after-sales service and spare parts policies. As a mem-
ber of AWCI, when you log in to the webpage, you will see the complete survey 
responses and contact information.
 When you see a brand that isn’t on the list, we would like your help. A blank 
copy of the full survey is available at awci.com. Please take every opportunity to ask 
watch brands to participate in the survey. Record your responses and send them to 
AWCI so we can update our directory.
 Brand representatives who feel their company has been misrepresented should 
contact AWCI so that we can accurately report their company’s policies.

We hope this directory will be a valuable tool in your workshop. 

Tell a Friend!
Enjoy reading the Horological Times?  
How about 33 years worth on DVD to add to your 
collection? When you refer a new or returning member,  
you and the person you refer will receive the Horological 
Times archive on DVD for FREE!  
(a $295 value).* 

* Referral must not have paid AWCI dues 
since 2012. Once AWCI processes the new 
membership, one set of the Horological 
Times on DVD will be mailed to each 
residence. Limit one per customer.  
Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.
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IPX7: Water Resistance 
in a Modern Age

By Jordan P. Ficklin, CW21

In the watch industry we are very familiar with 
the concept of dust-proof and water-resis-
tant watches. We know how to test them in 

after-sales service and we know why it is important. 
If you have studied the subject in any detail, you are 
also probably familiar with the ISO standards gov-
erning the labeling of watches as “water resistant.”
Water resistance and case penetration require-
ments in the electronics industry are very different. 
With smartwatches and other wearable technology 
blurring the lines between watches and electronics, 
it is important for us to understand what the differ-
ent ratings mean.
 Those who have come to the smartwatch from a 
watch background tend to adapt the ISO standards. 
Pebble and Olio are making their smartwatches 
“water-resistant to 50 meters.” On the other hand, 
electronic manufacturers making smartwatches 
tend to use the IP code. The Moto360 and Samsung 
Gear 2 have IP67 water-resistance ratings, and the 
Apple Watch has IPx7 (the x in place of the 6 means 
it wasn’t tested for dust resistance).
 I will review the ISO standards for watches first 
and then introduce and explain the International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard for de-
grees of protection provided by enclosures, or IP 
Code. The “IP” stands for “ingress protection.”

ISO Standards
There are many ISO standards that apply to the 
watchmaking world. We are most familiar with the 
ones that apply to water resistance, including ISO 
2281 for water-resistant watches and ISO 6425 for 
divers’ watches. But there are many other ISO codes 
as well, including codes for standard terminology, 
timing, chronometer ratings, shock resistance, and 
antimagnetic claims just to name a few.
 Since this article focuses on water resistance, I 
will review ISO 2281 and ISO 6425. 

ISO 2281 covers the topic of “Horology—Water-re-
sistant watches” and gives specific conditions that 
should be met for watches labeled as water resis-
tant. The test also indicates acceptable methods 

for testing these watches that you are probably 
familiar with.
 Watches labeled as “water resistant” do not have 
to be sampled piece by piece, but tests must be car-
ried out on at least one piece from each lot. There 
are several tests involved.

Resistance to air overpressure
The watch is contained in a vessel and exposed to 
a minimum air pressure of 2 bar. The amount of air 
entering the case is measured (by deflection of the 
case when using equipment such as the Witschi 
Proofmaster). Air shall not penetrate the case at a 
rate greater than 50 micrograms/minute.

Condensation test
The watch is heated to between 40 and 45°C. A 
drop of water with a temperature between 18 and 
25°C is placed on the crystal for 1 minute. No con-
densation is permissible.

Submersion test at 10cm
The watch is immersed in water (temperature of 18 
to 25°C) at a depth of 10cm for 1 hour.

Resistance of operative parts
While under water, a force of 5 N is applied perpen-
dicular to the axis of the crown and buttons.

Resistance to temperature change
The watch is immersed in water at a depth of 10cm 
for 5 minutes at 40°C followed by 20°C for 5 min-
utes and returned to the 40° water for an additional 
5 minutes. No more than 1 minute can pass between 
temperature changes.

Resistance to water overpressure
The watch is immersed in water completely, and the 
water is pressurized to reflect the value marked on 
the watch or to a minimum of 2 bar if no specific 
value is given. The time required to reach the desig-
nated pressure shall not exceed 1 minute. The watch 
is held at pressure for 10 minutes, and the pressure 
is then reduced to ambient pressure within 1 minute. 

Technical Discussion: IPX7: Water Resistance in a Modern Age
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Seth Thomas Stop Works
By Paul Corn

 customer brought in a time and strike mantel 
  clock for repair that she had inherited from her 
   family. The customer remembered the clock 
sitting on the mantel in the dining room of the 
1899 Victorian home when she was a small child. 
The clock was a Seth Thomas arch-top clock of the 
“City Series,” circa 18851, that was also fitted with 
an alarm. When I inspected the movement, I not-
ed that the finger pieces and hold-down brackets 
for the stop works were missing on the time and 
strike side. The movement used in the arch-top 
model was the same movement that was used in 
Seth Thomas Fashion #1 calendar clocks.2 The cus-
tomer wanted the movement restored, including 
the missing stop works. The movement itself was 
in fair shape. It needed bushing work, cleaning, and 
new stop works.

Making the Finger Pieces 
This movement uses Geneva or Maltese cross stop 
works.3 I had in my collection of stop works a finger 
piece and a hold-down bracket that would fit this 
movement. (I use the stop works in my collection as  

patterns if needed. I’m always looking for stop works 
at marts and wherever I can find them to replace miss-
ing ones.) I only had one finger piece and one bracket, 
so I had to make two new ones. The ones that I made 
are “generic” parts and the customer understood this. 
 The finger pieces were the first to be made. The 
outside diameter was measured at .625".4 A brass 
rod was placed in the lathe and machined to .625". 
A hole was drilled using a #23 drill. The drill size was 
determined by measuring the flat side on the winding 
arbor. After the hole was drilled in the brass rod, two 
disks were parted off, each .075" in thickness, Figure 
1. The disks and brackets were coated with layout 
blue so the scribed marks will show up when they are 
cut or sawed, Figure 2. The diameter of the smaller 
circle was calculated by measuring from the center 
of the winding arbor to the concave part of the Mal-
tese cross piece. This measurement was .220" radius 
X 2 = .440".  This is the diameter of the smaller circle. 
 To aid in sawing out the smaller circle, a button 
was machined up .460" diameter X .100" thickness, 
with a pilot the same diameter as the hole. The but-
ton was machined .020" larger than the smaller cir-
cle to leave room for finishing, Figure 3.  See the fin-

A

1. Ly, Tran Duy. Seth Thomas Clocks and Movements: A Guide to Identification and Prices (Evanston: Arlington Book Co., 1985) 34. 
2. Ly, Tran Duy. Seth Thomas Clocks and Movements: A Guide to Identification and Prices, 3rd edition, Vol. 1 (Evanston: Arlington Book Co., 1985) Plate 284.                                             
3. Wild, Malcolm J. Wheel and Pinion Cutting in Horology: A Historical Guide (Ramsbury: The Crowood Press Ltd, 2001) 199.
4. Decimal inch values can be converted to millimeters by multiplying by 25.4.

Fig. 2Fig. 1

Technical Discussion: Seth Thomas Stop Works
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would you 
like to read 
what makes 
brits tick?
The Horological Journal – published monthly 
without fail since 1858 – gives you exclusive 
technical articles and practical updates on clock 
and watch making.

You’ll find news on the latest issue and 
how to get it at www.bhi.co.uk

Have you worked on 
an unusual or historic 
timepiece that fasci-
nated you and you 
wanted to know more 
about it?

Where was it made? 
How old is it? 

Have customers asked 
you questions about the 
history of their timepiece 
that you were unable to 
answer?

David Christianson, CMW21, FAWI 
can help you answer those 

questions. 

Send your question 
along with photos to 

Member Services

memserv@awci.com 

or mail them to  

Member Coordinator

701 Enterprise Drive

Harrison OH 45030                                                             

Watchmakers 
& 

Clockmakers
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Share your passion 

hensive line of tools and supplies for watchmak-
ers. In addition to tools and supplies, they are a 
major vendor of spare parts for watchmakers.
 Many watchmakers are familiar with Roxer 
machinery for testing water resistance. They 
make the Natator, Diabolic-E, and Revelator R-1 
machines required by many watch companies 
in their approved service centers. As always, 
Jorge Verissimo hosted our visit to Roxer and 
explained the features of their equipment, much 
of which is for factory and large service-center 
use. He was especially proud of their new auto-
matic stem-cutting machine. He operated the ma-
chine for us, shown in the photo, so we could see 
it cut stems to length, apply a thread lock com-
pound, and screw the stem into a crown auto-
matically for large-series production. This 
machine consistently makes each stem 
and crown fit perfectly on every watch.
 There were many other vendors in 
Building 4, some less familiar to Ameri-
cans than the ones mentioned above, 
but all of them had something to offer. 
BECO, from Hamburg, Germany, is a ma-
jor distributor of spare parts, tools, and equip-
ment for the European market. They always have 
an extensive display, and almost everyone on their 
staff is fluent in English. Another German vendor, 
Sternkreuz, has a very small booth at Baselworld. 
Sternkreuz is predominantly a plastics manufac-
turer that makes a very high-quality line of plastic 

watch crystals. They also make washers, the “I” 
and “L” types, used for sealing watch 
crystals. The L and I washers make 
the crystal fit tightly and water seal 
it as well. Sternkreuz calls them dich-
tungen, which translates to seals. This 
fine company appreciates the busi-
ness it does with watchmakers enough 
to have a booth at Baselworld even 

though it derives the majority of its business from 
industrial plastics rather than the watch industry.
 Often we watchmakers view ourselves as in-
dependent and self-sufficient. We are often self-
employed, working alone in a small, inconspicu-
ous shop. We may not see ourselves as part of a 

The coming 
years will be 

challenging but 
not devastating 

for watchmakers.

Column: From the Workshop

Roxer's automatic stem-cutting machine.
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When I first visited Gem City College, where I learned watchmaking, I opened the double glass doors to a large area for watch repair, clock repair, jewelry, and engraving. 
I saw all the benches facing the same way and all the students hard at work trying to perfect their chosen art.  I found out I liked working with my hands to craft tools with 
files and vises and later on with the lathe. I was hired at the Illinois Watch Company immediately upon graduation, where Craig Stone shaped me into a much more refined 
and efficient watchmaker. He paid for me to go to classes at AWCI where I learned so much more. I have now been in watch repair for five years. I used to jump from one 
thing to the next. Watch repair, however, has my attention and I only want to dive in deeper. I try every day to share the passion I have for the science and art of horology 
through working on an AWCI committee and with watchmakers starting out.

~Wesley Simmons, Watchmaker~

team until we learn that a teammate is no longer 
playing on our team. An unanticipated disrup-
tion to our team can wreak havoc on our busi-
nesses—and not only on our business but also on 
the other supportive businesses we need. Material 
distributors, tool suppliers, equipment manufac-
turers, and watchmakers are all part of the team. 
Although we may see ourselves as independent, 
that vision is delusional. Each member of the 
watchmaking team needs every other member. 
Any changes in the distribution of movements 
and parts will have an adverse effect on all of us.
 Meeting vendors and their representatives 
is an important part of Baselworld for me, but 
there is another facet just as valuable. That is, I 
have the opportunity to meet with watchmakers 
and watch material dealers from not only the US, 
but many European countries as well. During our 
private conversations, most of them expressed 
their concern about the changes now taking 
place in the delivery stream for watch move-
ments and spare parts. Several years ago, Swatch 
Group announced their intention of gradually 
reducing the delivery of movements and parts 
to other companies. Many of the major players 
in the watch industry have been moving toward 
the total vertical integration of their businesses. 
They will be in full control of their brand from 
product conception right through manufacturing, 
distribution, retail sales, and after-sales service.

 Although some players are closing a large indus-
try door and it will cause disruption, there is some 
positive news from Basel. Alternative movement 
manufacturers that include Sellita, Ronda, ISA, and 
Soprod are all working at nearly maximum capac-
ity to produce movements for the many brands 
that are unable to produce their own. Watchmak-
ers will see a growing proportion of products 
from these companies as each year passes. My 
sense from these private conversations with ma-
terial distributors at Baselworld is we can expect 
product support from several of these movement 
manufacturers as they gain market share. Some 
doors are closing, but some new ones are opening.
 The coming years will be challenging but 
not devastating for watchmakers. We need 
to have confidence that the new members on 
our team will successfully replace some of the 
older ones who are leaving. We are all mem-
bers of the team, and we all need each other as 
in the words of poet John Donne (1572-1631)—

No man is an island,
Entire of itself,

Every man is a piece  
of the continent,

A part of the main.
Jack Kurdzionak, watchmaker and watch material specialist, owned a Boston-area watch sales and service 
shop for 40 years. Jack has a BS (Northeastern University 1967) and has studied at ETA, WOSTEP, BHI, SGUS, 
and AWCI. He retired to New Hampshire and works for Eckcells Watch Material with Terry Kurdzionak.
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Here we are in 2015, the year many indus-
try commentators have dubbed “The Year 
of the Smartwatch.” There has been a re-

cent, some might say frantic, push by many brands 
to produce some form of smart technology into a 
wristwatch package, not to mention the number of 
brands producing non-watch “wearable technol-
ogy” (Fitbit, Nike, Jawbone, etc.). As we all know, 
most watch collectors don’t necessarily base their 
watch buying on useful functionality; rather, they 
purchase based on prestige and a need to connect 
with the mechanical world. The big question this 
year is whether the smartwatch will bring the next 
generation—a generation that avoids wearing any-
thing strapped to their wrists—to embrace the con-
ventional habit of wearing a watch. Many doubt this 
will be the case. However, if they do embrace it, this 
same generation might also discover the joy of the 
traditional collectible watch and become the next 
generation of mechanical-watch collectors.
 In this piece I would like to highlight the most 
intriguing announcements and releases of the year 
and some of the biggest contenders in this relative-
ly new facet of the industry. We covered some new 
smartwatches from the Consumer Electronic Show 
(Montblanc e-strap, Withings Activite Pop, Kronoz 
ZeWatch, and Guess Connect) in the March HT, so I 
will not include those here. I am going to approach 
this alphabetically and not necessarily in order of 
importance or popularity. Individual brands will be 
highlighted in bold.

 �  Android Wear. This is the smartwatch ver-
sion of Google's Android operating system. 
The software is open sourced and is used 
by several different companies as the digi-
tal framework to go along with their man-
ufactured hardware, similar to the current 
Android smartphone operating system. The 
current partners that use the system are: 
ASUS, Motorola, LG, Samsung, and Sony. 
The visual appearance varies depending on 
the brand’s desired interface of their watch. 
There are rectangular and circular cases 
with a vast variety of case material and band 
choices. A selection of 1,000+ different 
watch faces can be changed in an instant. 
The operating system allows the wearer to 
access many of the features of the compat-

ible Android device: music, maps, weather, 
reminders, fitness, texts, and email. Battery 
life and charging method varies by device, 
but most of them need to be charged ev-
ery day, similar to the paired smartphone.   

 �The Apple Watch. By far the most anticipated 
smartwatch ever produced. There was specu-
lation dating to early 2014 about the possibil-
ity of Apple developing a smartwatch, and 
the official announcement came in September 
2014 with delivery estimates of spring 2015. 
In March 2015 the company announced that 
pre-orders would start at midnight Pacific 
Standard Time on April 10, and first delivery 
would be April 24. Unless they were up in the 
middle of the night to place their orders as 
soon as the watches went on sale, most con-
sumers won’t see their watches until late May 
or June. It was widely reported that Apple 
sold one million watches in the first six hours 
of the pre-sale. The Apple Watch’s success is 
largely due to three major factors: variation, 
functionality, and ease of use. There are 38 
different variations of the Apple Watch con-
sisting of aluminum-cased models, stainless 
steel, and hardened 18k gold. The straps and 

By Aaron Recksiek, CW21

Industry NEWS
2015: The Year of Smartwatches

The Apple Watch

The Apple Watch© is a registered trademark of Apple Inc.
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My Thoughts 
Will the smartwatch succeed? Absolutely. We of-
ten hear people who don’t wear wristwatches say, 
“I just use my cell phone to tell me the time.” We 
have seen this trend before with mechanical pock-
et watches. A century ago, people said to the sol-
diers returning from World War I, “Why would I 
need to wear a watch on my wrist? I just use my 
pocket watch to tell the time.” This didn’t change 
the fact that while wristwatches were only 15% of 
all watches made in America in 1920, by 1935 they 
accounted for 85%. It became much more practical 
to wear your timekeeping device on your wrist as 
opposed to in a pocket or pouch. In modern times, 
with so much technology available, it seems silly for 
people to dedicate the valuable real estate on their 
arm to a device that only keeps time. Put the same 
technology they expect from their smartphone into 
a wristwatch, and you have the recipe for history to 
repeat itself. Recently when I was at the theater, a 
couple in front of me asked the usher for the time. It 

literally took him 10 seconds of fumbling around in 
his pockets to pull his cell phone out and give them 
the time. In the fast-paced future we all envision, 
this will not stand. For those who never developed 
a connection to traditional timepieces, a watch that 
works well with their smartphone will be the natural 
choice. This is why we will see a growing number of 
people who have never worn a watch before begin 
to accept the most personal of devices, the wrist-
watch—be it smart or otherwise.

Sources 
www.techtimes.com
www.jckonline.com
www.ablogtowatch.com
www.watchtime.com
www.cnet.com
www.wikipedia.org
www.nationaljeweler.com

Aaron Recksiek is an independent watchmaker in Salt Lake City, Utah. He is a graduate of the 2008 WOSTEP 
class at the Lititz Watch Technicum.

In Memoriam 
C.R. Time’s Chuck Murphy

C harles “Chuck” Robert Murphy, found-
er of C.R. Time, a wholesale watch 
and clock parts supplier, passed away 
April 11, 2015, at the age of 85, in San 
Antonio, Texas.

Murphy spent his entire career in the watch 
industry. He joined his father and his uncle in the 
business in Phoenix, Arizona, after he served in 
the Marines during the Korean War. He earned 
a Purple Heart and a Silver Star for his service.

He was the national sales manager for Wyler, a 
Swiss watch company. Later he moved to San 
Antonio, Texas, where he worked as a salesman 
for Bulova, Seiko, Citizen, and Belair.

In 1980 he formed C.R. Time with his son Scott. 
C.R. Time grew to be one of the largest suppliers 
of movements and batteries in the United States 
and Canada. Scott Murphy continues to operate 
the business. 

He is survived by his wife of 35 years, Betty 
Lou Murphy; sons, Scott Robert Murphy and 
wife Sharon, Kevin Ray Murphy, and wife Lori; 
daughter, Teri Babineau and husband Joe; 
brothers, Tom Murphy and wife Patricia, Jack 
Murphy and wife Jeanette; eight grandchildren 
and six great-grandchildren. 

Donations may be made to the Alzheimer’s Association, 
www.alz.org, in honor of Chuck Murphy.
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AWCI News: 2015 Convention

″I’m Goin’ to Kansas City
 Kansas City Here I Come!"

Idon’t know about the “crazy little women there,” 
but I can tell you that you are in for a great con-
vention! You can see the schedule of events in 

each Horological Times, as well as on the AWCI 
website. However, the specifics are not included. 
So, here are some specifics.   
 If you will be attending the classes on Monday 
and Tuesday, September 28 and 29 (limited to 12 
participants), then you will need to arrive at the ho-
tel on Sunday, September 27.
 If you will be attending the full-day Chronome-
ter Club session, you will need to arrive on Tuesday, 
September 29. As a club member, you will receive 
the details regarding that class from the club.
 All other full-convention attendees should ar-
rive on Wednesday, September 30 by afternoon or 
evening.
 Please note: There is NO hotel shuttle to/from 
the airport. Transportation is by SuperShuttle and 
runs every half hour, 24 hours a day. The roundtrip 
cost per person is $31. If you have a rental car or 
are driving your own car, parking is by valet and 
will cost $22 per day with unlimited in/out privileg-
es. Parking in Kansas City is at a premium, and the 
downtown hotels all charge for parking.
 We will have registration/check-in in the lobby 
area from 3-5 p.m. on Wednesday. There is com-
plimentary wine and cheese from 5-6 p.m. at the 
hotel. That evening you may want to leave the ho-
tel for a very short walk (one or two blocks) to the 
restaurant and entertainment district for dinner. Or 
you have the option of the restaurant within the ho-
tel. Our hospitality room will open at 8 p.m. that 
evening and, as usual, all are welcome. 
 Thursday morning we’ll be ready to roll with our 
breakfast (included) on the mezzanine level fol-
lowed by the keynote speaker presentation. The 
keynote presentation sets the tone for our weekend 
together, and I encourage all to attend.
 The affiliate chapter meeting is before lunch, and 
the Industry Advisory Board meeting and Board of 
Directors meeting is after lunch. Each meeting will 
be one-and-a-half hours long since much of the 

business will have been accomplished by confer-
ence call prior to convention. You are encouraged 
to attend all these meetings because they have an 
impact on your own business and livelihood. 
 At the end of the meetings, we will go to the 
Jules Borel Company, five blocks away, and tour 
their business. The Borels have been very sup-
portive of AWCI and continue to be. The tour will 
give you the opportunity to see how a big mate-
rial house operates! I thank them for their generous 
participation. After the tour, you will return to the 
hotel and, again, the choice is yours for dinner. Hos-
pitality opens again at 8 p.m.
 The Plus Ones (the guests of those attending 
the convention) will have spent the afternoon at the 
Hallmark Card museum followed by “Dishin’ with 
the Girls” back at the hotel while the others are on 
the Borel Tour. If you are a Plus One and are not a 
female, then I will see that you get to do something 
else!
 That brings us to Friday, the Vendor Fair. We have 
devoted a full day to our supportive vendors. Some 
vendors will give demonstrations of their products. 
We include breakfast and lunch. The Vendor Fair 
runs from 8 a.m.-4 p.m. This will be another oppor-
tunity for you to meet the vendors and see what’s 
new! The Plus Ones will be gone all day enjoying a 
city trolley tour, lunch, and a shopping trip to the 
Country Club Plaza. 
 In the July HT, we will share more about the Ven-
dor Fair specifics as well as the ELM Trust dinner on 
Friday evening—and, of course, the educational of-
ferings for Saturday. The Plus One schedule for Sat-
urday will also be itemized and includes breakfast, 
lunch, the city market, and a trip in the afternoon 
to a fascinating place with Kansas City history. The 
final event will be our awards banquet on Saturday 
evening. 
 Remember: “Everything’s Up to Date in Kansas 
City.”

By Terry Kurdzionak, Convention Committee Chairwoman

Terry Kurdzionak is a graduate of Northeastern University College of Nursing. She has been involved in the 
family watch/clock/material business for 28 years and has served as an officer and board member of AWCI 
as well as the membership and convention committees.
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changes throughout 22 trials. With each new trial, 
the reader is able to follow Houriet’s methodical 
implementation of the scientific method. At the 
conclusion of his experimentation, Houriet asserts 
that spherical balance springs are superior to 
helical springs—a conclusion he can support with 
measurable data due to a device he created for 
this purpose.
 It is not the act of experimenting or the complete-
ness of his results that makes Houriet so worthy of 
study and imitation, but Houriet’s inability to be held 
back by technology that had not yet been 
invented. When encountering an obstacle 
in his experimentation, such as how to make 
a balance spring spherical, Houriet invents 
a device for doing this. Numerous times, 
Houriet creates instrumentation to assist 
him in proving a hypothesis or to facili-
tate his work. For example, take the afore-
mentioned Memoire. Houriet prefaces his 
Memoire with descriptions of instruments 
he created out of necessity for proving his 
hypothesis that spherical balance springs 
would produce better isochronism than he-
lical springs, including: an elastic lever for measuring 
isochronism (because there wasn’t an empirical way 
to measure isochronism at the time), a pyrometer for 
checking the distortion of the rims of compensating 
balances, and a machine for making spherical bal-
ance springs and for hardening them. 
 Houriet was a well-studied horologist, having re-
searched essays on marine chronometers by Ber-
thoud and Le Roy as well as work by other watch-
makers vying for England’s 10,000 pounds sterling 
for making “a clock even more perfect than any 
made until the present day.” Most, if not all, of Hou-
riet’s experimentation was performed with the ulti-
mate goal of perfecting the balance spring to im-
prove the isochronism of the balance’s oscillations. 
To achieve this goal, Houriet made every attempt to 
reduce friction and the effects of temperature ex-
tremes, magnetism, and rust on timepieces. 

 Many of his efforts listed in his notebook demon-
strate the problems encountered by watchmakers in 
the early years of chronometry. Houriet’s solutions 
to these problems set the groundwork for the reli-
ability of chronometry today.
 Sabrier’s book contains numerous photographs 
as well as drawings and quotations from Houriet’s 
personal notebook and published essays. Com-
bined, these images and words transport the reader 
to Houriet’s workshop, as if the watchmaker himself 
were lecturing the reader. Two of the most positive 

attributes of this book are the author’s use 
of pictures and inclusion of source docu-
ments. The book is unique, as well as use-
ful as a record of experimentation and early 
chronometry. It can also be used as a refer-
ence for identifying and servicing Houriet 
movements as well as those created by his 
pupils (Urban Jürgensen, Frédéric Louis Fa-
vre-Bulle, Sylvain Mairet, and Bressel).
 Despite containing some value for every 
level of horologist, the book may be even 
better understood by a French-speaking 
watchmaker with at least an intermediate 

understanding of horology. The writing assumes the 
reader’s familiarity with horological concepts and 
terminology. To add to the labor for comprehensi-
bility, the reader must navigate through a layer of 
translation which, in some places, seems to lose its 
intended meaning. An additional complication to the 
language barrier is the age of the source documen-
tation. Houriet’s notebook and essays were written 
in the early 19th century. 
 Frédéric Houriet: The Father of Swiss Chronom-
etry has much to recommend it. Houriet’s story is 
interesting. More importantly, his life’s work and his 
ambition are achievements to which we can aspire.

Hannah Mancill is a first-year student in the Certified Watchmaking Course at North American Institute of 
Swiss Watchmaking in Fort Worth, Texas. She is an avid reader and enjoys writing technical articles from her 
background in art conservation.

Houriet’s 
solutions 

set the 
groundwork 

for the 
reliability of 
chronometry 

today.

Book Review: Frédéric Houriet: The Father of Swiss Chronometry
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The Time machine
 a glance aT The pasT To help shape The fuTure

There must be 
something that is 

alluring to the field 
of horology which 

goes beyond the 
financial rewards.

As I study the history of our industry and of our 
institute, I am often amazed to learn how 

watchmakers face the same difficulties today as they 
did 50 years ago. The times they are a-changin’, but 
the problems are the same.
 In the 1960s the United States was fac-
ing a manpower problem. With rapid ad-
vances in electronics and microelectron-
ics, the demand for individuals with fine 
motor skills seemed to exceed the sup-
ply. With this problem in mind, a confer-
ence was held at the University of Illinois 
in April 1964 to address the following: 

1. Needs of major United States indus-
tries for watchmaking skills,

2. Training and educational experiences available at 
the present time, and

3. Methods by which present and future manpower 
needs can be met.

 The proceedings of the conference are contained 
within a 122-page report, but as I read through the 
report, a few sections really jumped out at me as still 
being relevant today. Just as there was in the 1960s, 
there is still a need for watchmaking skills.
 John Reber of the Hamilton Watch Company ad-
dressed the watchmaking shortage by drawing an 
analogy to the similar engineering shortage of the 
time. As you read his comments, feel free to replace 
the word “engineer” with the word “watchmaker.”

There was a series of articles on this topic recently 
in the March 1964 issue of Mechanical Engineering 

which made interesting reading. Possibly the most 
succinct comment on the whole subject was given 
in a covering editorial by J. J. Jaklitsch, Jr. Among 
other things, Mr. Jaklitsch said,

 
If there is a real shortage of engineers, the 
individual engineer will know it. He will 
know it from the kind of ‘good morning’ 
he gets from his boss or his client. He will 
know it when he looks at his bank bal-
ance. He will feel it in his bones. If there is 
a glut, he will be aware of that too.
 

. . . The individual watchmaker at the bench really 
knows if there is a shortage of men at his skill level 
by the attitude that his employer and the general 
public have toward him.

 Does your boss treat you like there is a shortage of 
your talent? Do your clients treat you like you are the 
only watchmaker they trust? Does your bank balance 
indicate that there is a shortage of talent like yours? 

The general conclusion that is reached periodically 
in regard to the engineering shortage is that there 
really is none, except in growth industries and ex-
cept when one refers to “good” engineers. This is 
not surprising. Again, it has a parallel in the Hor-
ological industry. The conventional mechanical 
watch is a relatively mature product. The industrial 
and marketing effort behind it has become, as in 
any other mature industry, highly competitive. On 
top of that, the watch industry is relatively unique, 
along with miniature transistor radios, for instance, 
and any other low freightage products, in that the 
low-priced labor overseas gives overseas producers 
a strong competitive edge. Any industry that can 
survive with this sort of disadvantage has had to 
adopt high standards of performance. The whole 
effect, then, is one supplying the consuming public 
with one of at least two alternatives—between re-

By Jordan P. Ficklin, CW21
An Age-Old Problem

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

29 30 31 1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30 1 2

3 4

April 1964

NOTES
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and Jordan Ficklin’s talks. According to Jeff Bergey, 
convention contact, “We really appreciate AWCI com-
ing to Wisconsin; it was a reasonable cost for us. We will 
try to have someone from AWCI another time.”
 Wesley Simmons attended the convention for Satur-
day’s classes and contributed the following: 
 “I had a great time at the Wisconsin convention. The 
hotel rooms were large and had great views of the lake 
and/or forest. The hotel had wonderful food as well.
 “On Saturday morning I went to the Quartz Watch  
Diagnostic Testing class. Tom Schomaker was the 
instructor. I learned a great deal during this class. 
I learned how to fully operate the New Tech Handy II 
and how to change its settings. We got to use the  
Q Test 6000, which I was more familiar with, and the 

Analyzer Q1, which I had never seen or used before. 
When we came back from lunch, we dove right into 
the class—Modern Estimating Procedures. In this class 
Mr. Schomaker showed us what a professional estimate 
should look like and how it should be presented.
 “After the class was over we went to the banquet 
where we had a very delicious meal. There were jokes 
and laughter throughout the room. I enjoyed speaking 
with my fellow watchmakers. 
 “In all, the trip was a wonderful experience that I wish 
could happen much more often. My fiancé even had a 
great time and said that the dinner was her favorite part 
of the trip. She loved meeting all the watchmakers and 
hearing their jokes and stories.”

Mike Webb presenting the March program on punches, stakes, and blocks at 
the CAWCG. Some of Webb’s items for the program. 

Florida

Illinois Indiana

Minnesota

Missouri

New Jersey

New York

Massachusetts

North Carolina

Ohio
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Texas
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Wisconsin

FLORIDA

Florida Watch & Clock-
makers Association, Inc.
Michael Taylor, CW21, President
michaeltaylorcw21@gmail.com

Matt Hritz, CW21

 
 

Vice President  

 

Sarasota, FL
fathertimeinc@yahoo.com

 

941-993-0514

Richard LeBeau, CMW21

 

Treasurer
Saint Petersburg, FL
727-347-3758 

 

SSastar7@aol.com

Fabio Rodrigues, CW21

 

Education Chairmen
786-344-2840
FAabusa@me.com

INDIANA

Indianapolis Horological

 
Association 
Joseph M. Schrader, CMW21
Lafayette, IN
765-742-8716   
jschra8193@msn.com

MASSACHUSETTS

Massachusetts Watch-
makers-Clockmakers 
Association, Inc. 
Christopher Carey
Newton, MA 
617-244-3779 

 

watrtwn@aol.com

MINNESOTA

Midwest Watchmakers-

 
Clockmakers Association 
Nick Pechman, CW21
Minneapolis, MN 
612-801-2578
npechman@jbhudson.com
www.mwca.us

MINNESOTA

Minnesota Clockmakers 
Guild 
Richard Zielike, President
Dean Ziegenbein, Secretary
Apple Valley, MN
952-322-4776
dpz72@hotmail.com

MISSOURI

Metro St. Louis Watch-
makers/Clockmakers 
Association 
Judit Katona, Secretary 
watchmaker4225@gmail.com

NEW JERSEY

Watchmakers Association 
of New Jersey 
Michael Osnato, President
Hamburg, NJ 
973-827-8570
www.wanj.us

NEW YORK

Horological Society of

 
New York 
Ed Hydeman, President
New York, NY

 www.hs-ny.org
info@hs-ny.org

NEW

 

YORK

New York State Watch-makers Association 
Dale LaDue, CMW21, President
Rochester, NY 
585-473-2410

NORTH CAROLINA

North Carolina Watch-
makers Association 
Mack R. Shuping, CW21, President
Winston Salem, NC 
336-287-8402
336-722-2476  (fax)
mshupingwm@earthlink.net

OHIO

Watchmakers/Clockmakers 
Association of Ohio 
Brad Wellmann, President
Cincinnati, OH 
tbrady@fuse.net
513-746-7175 (C)
513-741-1337 (H)

Mark A. Baker, CMW, CC21
Treasurer
15852 ½ St. Rt. 62 

 
Damaseus, OH 44619
P.O. Box 292

330-539-3939 (W)
bakerclock@voyager.net

PENNSYLVANIA

Watchmakers Association 
of Pennsylvania 
George H. Jones
State College, PA
814-238-1668 (B & H)
jones_grace@hotmail.com

TEXAS

Capital Area Watch & 

 

Clockmakers Guild 
Rob Putney, President
Jay Holloway, Secretary
Pflugerville, TX
512-294-7371
jay@HollowayTrading.com
www.cawcg.org

VIRGINIA

Horological Association of

 
Virginia

  
Stan Palen
King George, VA
540-775-7027
spalen@crosslink.net
http://havhome.org

WISCONSIN

Wisconsin Horological 
Society
Glenn D. Gardner, CMW
Madison, WI 
608-831-1883 (H)
608-279-4442 (C)
ggardner49@gmail.com

Do you enjoy spending time with other
 watchmakers and clockmakers?

Join Your Local
  

for more information log on to

  

International Rep

The Chronometer Club
Ernest R. Tope, Secretary

Tampa, FL 
813-505-9749 (C)

thechronometerclub@gmail.com
www.thechronometerclub.org

Note: All information used in the Affiliate Chapter News section is taken from the newsletters of each chapter.

Editor’s Note: If you would like to have Tom Schomaker come to your guild or chapter and teach a course, please contact the education and certification coordinator at 866-367-2924, ext. 303 or 
cindy@awci.com. You can receive CEUs for attending the class.



AWCI Welcomes New Members
Stan Boychuk CANADA
Michael Briggs AL
William Buchalter FL
Clay Clark TX
Brian Cleaves AUSTRALIA
Jay Cook IN
Patrick D. Davis CA
Jonathan M. Fixley NE
Richard Ford CO
Miguel A. Garcia IL
Eric George CO
Brice C. Giesbrecht IN
Robert Hendrickson CA

Larry Jeffries MO
Dick Laninga MI
Jason Lewis IL
Austin Lowe IL
Shaheed Peters FL
Leonardo Prado IL
Pedro Ruiz FL
Bryan Smith NC
Cameron Weiss CA
Mark Wilkes IRELAND
Steven Wojcik VA
Randall Zadar OH
Michael Zaytsev MA

In Memoriam
Richard E. Adams NH
Gorvan LeDuc  MT
Jerry Watson, CW21 TN
Richard H. Wright Sr. VA

Congratulations!
to our members who have recently passed the CW21 exam

Keith Dickey  TX
Gabriel Ehimen  IL 
Tung Lu  CA
Phillip Ridley  CA
Scott A. Walters  FL
Janey T. Yu  NY
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classified ads

Minimum Schedule: 3-Month Minimum 
Advertising studies show it takes over 3 viewings for readers to recognize 
specifics in your ad. 

Deadline: 30 days before first of month for month you plan to run. Note:  If 
you place a recruitment ad on the www.awci.com Career Center as 
a combo online/HT ad, there’s no need to resend the ad to us. The 
website system is automatic.

To Place Your Ad: 
Email: classad@awci.com or 

Call: 866-FOR-AWCI (367-2924)/513-367-1414

For Credit Card Payments…
  

• $1.10 per word and $1.50
   per bold word 
• Classified “Display” ads  
 with art borders:  
 $47.50 per col. inch  
 (2.25” wide) 
• Color – add’l $15.00 per ad
• Blind ads – add’l $15.00  per ad 

For Paper Invoicing…

• $1.20 per word and $1.65
   per bold word
•Classified “Display” ads   
 with art/borders: $52.25  
 per col inch (2.25” wide)
• Color – add’l $16.50 per ad 
• Blind ads – add’l $16.50  
 per ad

HT Classified Rates for 2015:

2015 CLASSIFIED POLICY 
AWCI HT classified advertising fees/rates and minimum schedule remain the 
same as last year. We request that you put all classified advertising on a 
credit card. We accept MasterCard, Visa, American Express and Discover.  If 
you require a physical invoice and 30-day terms, your rates will be higher 
due to the additional costs incurred in labor, supplies and carrying charges.

Horological Times Advertising Policy & Editorial Policy

Advertising Policy for the Horological Times
The publisher reserves the right to approve all advertising copy and reject any advertisements not in keeping with the publisher’s standards.  The publisher may, at the publisher’s sole discretion 
and for any reason and without notice, decline to publish or republish any ad, in which case any fees submitted or paid for such ads shall be returned or rebated to the advertiser.  The publisher 
reserves the right to edit all copy.  The advertiser and/or agency agree to assume liability for all content of advertisements printed.  The advertiser will also accept responsibility for any claims 
or suits arising therefrom brought against the publisher.  Printed articles may also be used by the publisher without permission expressly sought, or payment made, on www.awci.com, the 
American Watchmakers-Clockmakers Facebook page, or via other media.

Editorial material and letters of opinion are invited, but reflect the opinions of the authors only and do not represent the views of the American Watchmakers-Clockmakers Institute (AWCI), its 
directors, officers or employees.  AWCI reserves the right to edit all submitted materials and is under no obligation to accept any submitted materials for publication.  The approval procedures 
are available from AWCI and at www.awci.com. The appearance, reference, or advertisement of any product or service in this publication shall not be deemed an endorsement of such products, 
methods or services by AWCI, its directors, officers, or employees.

Publisher’s Standards
AWCI makes a concerted effort not to publish any advertisement which promotes or depicts practices not in harmony with our professional Standards & Practices for Watchmakers & Clockmakers.  
The advertisement of generic parts, tools, and materials is allowed when such advertisement does not possess any trademarked image, brand, or name.  Advertisers can refer to the items by name, 
function, quality, size, and description. Genuine parts can be advertised as such in accordance with the advertiser’s relationship and agreement with the manufacturer. 

We encourage advertisers to reach out to our members and market goods & services which will help them to professionally service their clients and represent themselves in a way which will “reflect 
positively on him or her, on the AWCI, and the entire watch and clock repair industry, including all of its participants.” – AWCI Code of Ethics

October 1-3

2015
Annual Convention &  

Educational Symposium
Kansas City, Missouri

Join us as we celebrate the  
rebirth of the American Watchmaking Spirit

for more information visit  
awci.com/symposium

special event
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awci directory
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Officers
Fred T. White, CMW21: President
fwhite@awci.com
Drew Zimmerman, CW21: Vice President
dzimmerman@awci.com
Manuel Yazijian, CMW21: Treasurer
myazijian@awci.com
Chris Carey: Secretary
ccarey@awci.com

Acting Past President
Manuel Yazijian: President, CMW21
myazijian@awci.com

Directors
Chris Carey: Affiliate Chapter Director
ccarey@awci.com
Joe Cerullo, CMW, CMC
jcerullo@awci.com
Jason Champion, CW21: REC Director
jchampion@awci.com
Wesley Grau, CMW21
wgrau@awci.com
Joshua Kroman, CW21 
jkroman@awci.com
Terry Kurdzionak
tkurdzionak@awci.com
Tom Nesbit, CW21
tnesbit@awci.com
Aaron Recksiek, CW21
arecksiek@awci.com
Marc Young: IAB Director
myoung@awci.com

Fellows
*Robert F. Bishop
*James H. Broughton
 Fred S. Burckhardt
 Alice B. Carpenter
 David A. Christianson
*George Daniels
 Wes Door
 Jerry Faier
*Henry B. Fried
*Josephine F. Hagans
*Orville R. Hagans
*Ewell D. Hartman
*Harold J. Herman
* J.M. Huckabee
*Gerald G. Jaeger
 Jack Kurdzionak
*Benjamin Matz
*Robert A. Nelson
*Hamilton E. Pease
 Archie B. Perkins
 Antoine Simonin
 William O. Smith, Jr.
 Milton C. Stevens
 Dennis Warner
*Marvin E. Whitney

*Deceased

American Watchmakers-
Clockmakers Institute
701 Enterprise Dr.
Harrison, OH  45030
Ph: 866-FOR-AWCI   
513-367-9800
Fax: 513-367-1414
awci@awci.com  •  www.awci.com
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WE THANK THE IAB
AWCI would like to thank our Industry Advisory Board members for their ongoing support of the institute and the industry. 
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